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Daniele Basso 

"In the mirror we are all alike, all suspended between dream 

and reality. Beyond their function, my mirroring artworks are 

reflections on the contemporary. Unfinished thoughts longing 

for a personal meaning....". 
 

A.B.A. (Italy & USA) and Design (Milan) graduate (his thesis is at Carrousel du 

Louvre, Paris) with a Communication Master, he starts working in Paris and 

NY (Gianni Versace) and in Milan (Publicis and Fiat Auto). In 2006 he founds 

"GlocalDesign" that cooperates with the major brands of Italian Design 

(Molteni&C, Slide, Italamp, MilaSchon, Swarovski, SanPatrignano, Beko, 

Unicredit). In 2009, his artworks are on display in NY, Turin, Naples, Verona 

and Milan; he is “the first to grasp the interactions of Art, Design, and 

Fashion” (Corriere della Sera) and “the new Local/Global trend (LaRepubblica). In 2010 he realises the exhibit 

“Dolce Vita” for the "Federico Fellini Foundation" (Milan and NY); in 2011 “Bright Future” with Swarovski 

and “Kryste” with SLIDEart, this one featuring at the 54
th

 Venice Biennale (Luca Beatrice) and the Italian 

Pavilion in Turin (Vittorio Sgarbi). His work WE=WALL becomes part of the permanent exhibition of 

Portofino’s Museo del Parco. In 2012, AD, Interni, MarieClaire and Domus talk about him and he has his first 

personal exhibition at Rivabella Art Gallery in Lugano (CH). In 2013 he is invited to the event “OverPlay” (55
th

 

Venice Biennale) with his exhibit "Les Plies de la Vie”. During the summer, he holds exhibitions in Forte dei 

Marmi (personal), Monte-Carlo (Hotel de Paris), Bologna (CUBO Unipol), and Milan. In November he is on 

show at the Seraphicum Pontifical University in Vatican.  In 2014 he is in Dubai at Nakkash Gallery, in Milan 

with his solo exhibition "Dark Light Reflections", at Hermitage in Monte-Carlo during F1 Grand Prix and as 

Special Guest at Saint Petersburg Design Week. In 2015 his personal at Ca D'Oro Art Gallery in NYC-Chelsea, 

his sculpture "Coke It's Me" commissioned by Coca-Cola to celebrate the 100
th

 anniversary of the Contour 

Bottle, the "Corporate Art" Exhibition at Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Contemporanea e Moderna (GNAM) in 

Rome, the collective "OPEN" in Venice (Film Festival and 56.La Biennale in Venice) and he made GIGANT 

monument to celebrate 30th Anniversary of the Ski World Cup Alta Badia -Dolomites Race. In 2016 on show 

at Contini Art Factory in Venice and the monument Aquamantio for 100 Anniversary of MOSCA1916. 
 
 

Exhibition Selection: 
 

Thank All: 

06/2015 Roma _ Galleria Nazionale Arte Moderna 

05/2015 Milano Expo _ Coca-Cola Pavillion  

04/2015 NYC _ Ca D'Oro Gallery 

12/2014 Colfosch (Alta Badia) _ Renate Gallery 

11/2014 Shanghai_Guoquing Temple 

05/2014 Saint Petersburg _ Yellow Korner Gallery 

05/2014 Monte-Carlo _ Hermitage Hotel 

04/2014 Milan _ nhow Hotel 

04/2014 Milano _ SuperStudioPiù 

03/2014 Dubai _ Nakkash Gallery 

11/2013 Vatican _ University of Seraphicum 

10/2013 Biella _ Spazio Pria Gallery 

07/2013 Forte dei Marmi _ Il Forte Gallery 

06/2013 Bologna _ CUBO Unipol Gallery 

06/2013 Venice _ 55° La Biennale di Venezia 

04/2013 Milan _ nhow hotel  

01/ 

2013 

Lugano (CH) _ Rivabella Gallery 

12/2011 Turin _ 54° La Biennale di Venezia 

07/2011 Portofino _ Parco Museum 

06/2011 Venice_ 54° La Biennale di Venezia 

01/2011 Biella _ Museum of the Territory  

10/2010 Rome _ Majestic Hotel 

11/2009 Turin _ Piazza Vittorio 

07/2009 Naples _ Latin American Pavillon 

2000 Paris _ Carrousell Du Louvre 
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IMAGERY OF REFLECTING SURFACES 

The contemporary in the mirror-like steel works by Daniele Basso 

 
The key themes of my art are: 

• Mirror-polished surfaces: Looking at oneself in a mirror is an innate and ancestral gesture, 

between private and public, an act of self-awareness that has given rise to society. It is a metaphor 

I use for its strong communicative value, and to make everyone a part of the piece and its 

message;  

• Stainless Steel: A virtually eternal material. Ethical, because it is eco-sustainable and can be 

recycled. Worked and polished entirely by hand, to confirm the necessary intellectual superiority of 

man over technology and machinery;  

• Folds: A physical expression of change, the only true constant in life. Folds represent the 

experiences and choices we make and that define us. I use folds to describe and give shape to a 

subject in a way as unique as we all are. Thus,  the many  triangular surfaces that are generated, 

represent the innumerable faces of reality, which appears to be one, but is multifaceted… as is 

truth;  

• Creative process: Ideation through designs. Development and engineering using the latest 

technologies for contemporary, almost digital, aesthetics, linked to the Net. Entirely handcrafted 

execution to confirm man’s superiority over machine.  

• Art as universal communication:  Since its very beginning, Art has been a tool for sharing through 

its capacity to stir emotions. It generates symbols and transforms the messages and values they 

contain into universal social facts. Art inspires us with its ceaseless quest for the ecstasy of beauty, 

the highest expression of a moment. This is all my work tends to: inspiring us to think about the 

future we would like and urge us to make it real. Not even for us and our children only, but rather 

for our grand-children. 

 

 

Mirror-finish Artworks 

 

“...The mirrored surfaces of my works are space-time cracks where the soul of objects becomes a message. 

Beyond their tangible function, they are reflections about modernity, unfinished thoughts to be completed 

by finding our own meaning…” 
  

“…to the extreme, the crack allows the environment to coexist with our inner dimension at a glance. A fourth 

dimension where the stillness of signs is opposed to the ever-moving world, where the universal value of 

concepts survives the indifference of time going by...” 
  

“... just like memory, that matches words and concepts with faces, my portraits imbue faces with the power 

of ideas and the results achieved by the subjects, conveying their full emotions ...” 

 

 
Light Sculptures 

 

"...through light, folds are the embodiment of change, movement, life itself. They collect stories, experiences 

and events that make up reality as we know it. A metaphor of crises turning into opportunities, unveiling the 

many facets of reality, which appears as one, but is actually manifold". 
 

"...They use the modern language of new digital technologies and the Net to reveal the emotional instability 

of contemporary society... they represent the search for our identity and place in the world!...” 
 

"...By describing individuals and objects via the folds of life running through them, they become both unique 

and iconic,  an expression of a precise construction of the self, as we are before a mirror, where we take it 

upon ourselves to become protagonists… connected by our awareness that our happiness does not rely on 

events, yet our reaction to them!" 

 


